President Obama has identified “cyber threats” as “one of the gravest national security dangers that the United States faces.” 1 Indeed, U.S. federal agency computer systems are subject to billions of cyber attacks every month. 2 The U.S. Government does not publish statistics regarding cyber attacks on its contractors. But without a doubt, contractors face a similar proliferation of attempted breaches to their information systems.

The U.S. Government and its contractors are frequent cyber targets in part because the Government “is the largest single producer, collector, consumer, and disseminator of information in the United States and perhaps the world.” 3 This repository of information includes highly classified national security secrets, details on the operations and security systems of the nation’s critical infrastructure, public- and private-sector intellectual property, and the personal information of private individuals. Such data are often stored on or flow through contractor systems, which increasingly are tied to Government information technology (IT) networks. The Legislative and Executive Branches have responded by issuing various laws, regulations, policies, and guidance that apply to federal agencies and, increasingly, to contractors.
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This Briefing Paper presents a comprehensive summary of the key legal issues and evolving compliance obligations that contractors now face in the federal cybersecurity landscape. It begins with an overview of the most prevalent types of cyber attacks and targets, as well as the federal cybersecurity budget. Next, the Paper outlines the current federal cybersecurity legal requirements applicable to Government contractors, including statutory and regulatory requirements, the President’s 2013 cybersecurity Executive Order (E.O.), and the resulting “cybersecurity framework” issued by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in February 2014, as well as highlights further developments expected this year. Finally, it identifies and discusses the real-world legal risks that contractors face when confronting cyber attacks and addresses the availability of possible liability backstops in the face of such attacks.

Overview Of The Cybersecurity Threat

There is no unified, controlling definition of cybersecurity, but “measures intended to protect information systems—including technology (such as devices, networks, and software), information, and associated personnel—from various forms of attack”

provides a good working definition. Cybersecurity threats arise from a variety of actors and for a variety of purposes, including criminals seeking financial gain through the theft of proprietary information; hackers pursuing a range of social, political and other agendas; insiders seeking to cause harm or embarrassment to their employers; terrorists seeking to damage U.S. national security; and nation states (and their agents) conducting military operations, economic espionage, and other activities. Attacks may target the U.S. military, critical infrastructure, and private companies working in the defense and other critical infrastructure sectors. Attackers may steal Government secrets or other sensitive Government information, intellectual property or other confidential and business proprietary information, and personal information. These attacks can result in an array of financial, security, and reputational damages. Cyber attacks subject companies whose systems are breached to increasing costs stemming from competitive injuries due to stolen intellectual property, reputational damage, and investigation and remediation measures.

Federal agencies are prime targets of cyber attacks. The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) found that, on average, agencies detect only 63% of cybersecurity incidents, meaning that tens of thousands of incidents go undiscovered. Similarly, the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) reported in 2012 that 18 of 24 major federal agencies had inadequate security controls for financial reporting, and the Inspectors General for 22 of these agencies reported information security as a major management challenge.11

Cyber attacks can take several forms, including computer viruses, phishing, trojan horses, worms, denials of service, back doors, rogue access points, and “ransomware”—through which an attacker encrypts a victim’s needed or valuable data and holds it for ransom. The threat platforms for cyber attacks also are expanding as private and Government organizations increasingly integrate mobile devices into their IT networks and systems.

In light of these growing threats, cybersecurity is a clear Government priority. The President’s...
proposed budget for Fiscal Year (FY) 2014 allocates over $13 billion to cybersecurity programs.\textsuperscript{15} Much of this spending is allocated to IT staffing for security management, approximately 40\% of which is currently handled by private contractors. Government spending on IT staffing alone is likely to reach $6.2 billion by 2017, with private contractors comprising 60\% of that cost.\textsuperscript{16}

Given that concerns about cybersecurity are Government-wide, responsibility for guarding against these risks does not fall neatly within the purview of a single federal agency. Without uniform policies and regulations, contractors are faced with unique and sometimes conflicting cybersecurity requirements that a variety of agencies have incorporated into their acquisition processes. Moreover, the scope of federal cybersecurity regulations is expanding, and standards that currently apply only to defense, intelligence, and critical infrastructure contractors are likely to extend to civilian agencies and may eventually serve as industry-neutral, commercial-sector standards. Because private industry owns most critical infrastructure in the United States, the private sector—both contractors and otherwise—likely will play a large part in the federal cybersecurity apparatus.

**Statutory & Regulatory Requirements**

- **Federal Information Security Management Act**

  The Federal Government has long recognized the importance of information and data security, as is demonstrated by the numerous statutes passed over the past 30 years that address, in a piecemeal fashion, different aspects of these areas.\textsuperscript{17} Some examples include:

  1. the Counterfeit Access Device and Computer Fraud and Abuse Act of 1984,\textsuperscript{18} which prohibits attacks on computer systems used by the Government and in interstate and foreign commerce;

  2. the Computer Security Act of 1987,\textsuperscript{19} which delegated to NIST responsibility for developing security standards for federal computer systems;

  3. the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995,\textsuperscript{20} which assigned to the OMB, through its Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs, responsibility for developing cybersecurity policies;

  4. the Clinger-Cohen Act of 1996,\textsuperscript{21} which provided IT acquisition guidelines for federal agencies and created the role of Chief Information Officer (CIO) within individual federal agencies;

  5. the Homeland Security Act of 2002,\textsuperscript{22} which established the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and assigned to it, among other things, responsibilities related to cybersecurity; and

  6. the Cyber Security Research and Development Act of 2002,\textsuperscript{23} which assigned certain cybersecurity research responsibilities to the National Science Foundation (NSF) and to NIST.

Although these laws and regulations address various aspects of cybersecurity, none provides a comprehensive framework to address the evolving and increasing threat that cyber attacks pose to Government and contractor networks.

Recognizing the need to create a framework of security controls for federal networks, Congress in 2002 passed the Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA).\textsuperscript{24} FISMA sought to “provide a comprehensive framework for ensuring the effectiveness of information security controls over information resources that support Federal operations and assets”\textsuperscript{25} and to ensure the “development and maintenance of minimum controls required to protect Federal information and information systems.”\textsuperscript{26} To that end, FISMA charged the Director of the OMB with “over[sight of] agency information security policies and practices,” including a comprehensive list of specific responsibilities related to that oversight;\textsuperscript{27} assigned additional cybersecurity responsibilities to NIST;\textsuperscript{28} and required the creation of a “Federal Information Security Incident Center” to provide, among other things, information about current and potential information security threats and vulnerabilities and assist agencies in the event of a cybersecurity incident.\textsuperscript{29} FISMA also imposed cybersecurity responsibilities on individual federal agencies, directing
that “[t]he head of each agency shall” (1) be responsible for providing security protections that are sufficient to address the harm determined to result from a potential cyber event and for general FISMA compliance; (2) ensure that senior agency officials take sufficient measures to protect information assets in their control; (3) ensure that agency “strategic and operational planning processes” include “information security management processes”; and (4) delegate authority to the agency’s CIO to ensure FISMA compliance. Moreover, FISMA requires that agencies “develop, document, and implement an agency-wide information security program” that provides “security for the information and information systems that support the operations and assets of the agency, including those provided or managed by another agency, contractor, or other source.” Such information security systems must be approved by the Director of the OMB and include “policies and procedures” that are compliant with both those issued by the OMB and in conjunction with NIST.

FISMA’s compliance requirements clarify that agencies also are responsible for the protection of “information systems used or operated...by a contractor of an agency or other organization on behalf of an agency.” Thus, agencies may “flow down” FISMA’s requirements to contractors with control of agency information systems. Often, however, those flowdown requirements are broadly drafted, requiring the contractor to determine the appropriate means for FISMA compliance.

Federal agencies have struggled to implement FISMA’s requirements. In September 2013, the GAO issued a report on the FISMA compliance efforts of 24 major federal agencies, and the effectiveness of their information security policies and practices. That report concluded that, although those agencies generally had made progress in their FISMA-implementation efforts, the weaknesses in their information security programs indicated that “information security continues to be a major challenge for federal agencies.” The report further observed that, “[u]ntil steps are taken to address these persistent challenges, overall progress in improving the nation’s cybersecurity posture is likely to remain limited.”

### Contractor Information Safeguarding Rules

(1) **DFARS Rule on Safeguarding DOD Unclassified Controlled Technical Information**—In June 2011, the Department of Defense (DOD), the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the General Services Administration (GSA) issued a proposed rule for safeguarding unclassified DOD information. In the absence of a final rule, in October 2013, Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel issued a memorandum setting forth a number of required actions for the DOD to ensure the protection of unclassified controlled technical information (UCTI) against “cyber intrusions.” In November 2013, the DOD issued a final rule amending the Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement (DFARS) to add coverage regarding the safeguarding of UCTI and the reporting of cybersecurity incidents. The UCTI rule defines “controlled technical information” as “technical information with military and space application that is subject to controls on the access, use, reproduction, modification, performance, display, release, disclosure, or dissemination.”

The DFARS UCTI rule represents the most concrete impact to date on contractors trying to navigate and comply with the Government’s cybersecurity requirements. A new clause included in the UCTI rule, “Safeguarding of Unclassified Controlled Technical Information,” requires contractors to (1) provide “adequate security” to safeguard UCTI that is “resident on or transiting through the Contractor’s unclassified information systems”; (2) timely report cybersecurity incidents and UCTI compromises to the DOD; and (3) assist the DOD with damage assessments of cybersecurity incidents. This clause must be included in all new DOD solicitations and contracts, including for the acquisition of commercial items. The reach of the UCTI rule does not appear limited to contract-specific UCTI; once a contractor is awarded a contract or subcontract that includes the UCTI clause, the rule presumably applies to all UCTI on the contractor’s unclassified information systems.

The UCTI rule defines “adequate security” for safeguarding UCTI as “protective measures that are commensurate with the consequences...
and probability of loss, misuse, or unauthorized access to, or modification of information.”

This includes, at a minimum, meeting 51 specified security controls from NIST Special Publication (SP) 800-53 covering 14 different areas of information security. If a contractor fails to implement one or more of the specified controls, it must provide the Contracting Officer with a written explanation of why the control is not required or propose an alternative control or protective measure that achieves equivalent protection.

In addition, if a contractor determines that additional controls beyond those identified in the UCTI rule are necessary to provide adequate security, the contractor must apply those other security measures as well.

In addition to the system of controls described above, the UCTI rule requires contractors to report cyber incidents that affect UCTI, preserve images of affected information systems, and assist the DOD in assessing any damage resulting therefrom. Within 72 hours of identifying a cyber incident affecting UCTI, contractors must report certain specific information to the DOD, which may pose significant challenges to Government contractors even as to determining whether their systems have been compromised. A contractor is also obligated to share files that are compromised unless it is legally prohibited from doing so.

Finally, following a cyber incident, contractors must review their unclassified information systems to identify further evidence of compromise, including a specific identification of any impacted UCTI. Contractors must also preserve affected information for 90 days to accommodate a potential request by the DOD to review that information.

The substance of the UCTI rule must be flowed down to subcontractors, and prime contractors are responsible for ensuring that all cyber incidents occurring on either their own or their subcontractors’ unclassified information systems are reported to the DOD. Although the rule does not impose specific penalties for noncompliance, contractors that fail to meet its requirements could be found in breach of their contracts, with all the attendant negative consequences that result from such a breach, including but not limited to termination for default, adverse past performance ratings, reduced award fees, and/or a finding that they represent a supply chain risk.

(2) Proposed FAR Rule on Basic Safeguarding of Contractor Information Systems—In August 2012, prior to the issuance of the final DFARS UCTI rule, the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) Council proposed a broader rule that would have applied Government-wide to address basic requirements for safeguarding contractor information systems. If implemented, the proposed FAR rule would apply to all solicitations and contracts where a contractor’s information systems may contain nonpublic Government information and would include, among others, the following controls:

(a) prohibiting contractors from processing nonpublic Government information on publicly available computers and from posting such information on publicly available webpages;

(b) requiring contractors to overwrite media used to process such information before external release or disposal; to encrypt organizational wireless networks and document files; to limit transfer of nonpublic Government information only to subcontractors with a need to know; to report loss or unauthorized disclosure of nonpublic Government information; and to exercise care when transmitting such information via voice or fax; and

(c) requiring contractors to maintain at least one physical or electronic barrier (e.g., locked room or log-on procedure) between nonpublic Government information and the public; to protect against network intrusion and data exfiltration; and to encrypt all controlled unclassified information on mobile computing devices.

Perhaps most significantly, the proposed FAR rule would require that electronic transmissions containing nonpublic Government information use “technology and processes that provide the best level of security and privacy available”—but without defining that standard. Contractors would be obligated to obtain a commitment from their subcontractors and external IT providers to protect unclassified DOD information with “at
least the same level of security” required by the proposed FAR rule.\textsuperscript{60}

If implemented, the proposed FAR rule would present new compliance issues for contractors. Although its requirements are more basic than the DFARS UCTI rule, the requirement of “best level of security and privacy available, given facilities, conditions, and environment” suggests an evolving standard, as levels of available security and privacy are ever-changing. Beyond the unclear standards, compliance with the proposed FAR rule also would be difficult because the requirements deal largely with human behavior, such as maintaining physical barriers and refrain-\textsuperscript{ing from using public computers, as opposed to implementing technological safeguards. A final rule is expected in 2014.

\begin{itemize}
\item **Maintaining Supply Chain Integrity Rules**
\end{itemize}

(a) **Enhanced Procurement Authority for the DOD, the DOE, and the IC**—Although unable to pass comprehensive cybersecurity legislation, Congress has recognized that the supply chain for IT systems and networks is particularly vulnerable to cyber attack. Accordingly, it has granted the DOD, the Department of Energy (DOE), and agencies within the Intelligence Community (IC)\textsuperscript{61} the “enhanced authority” to exclude a contractor from procurements for national security systems upon a determination that the contractor represents a supply chain risk.\textsuperscript{62} For these purposes, “supply chain risk” is defined as “the risk that an adversary may sabotage, maliciously introduce unwanted functions, or otherwise subvert the design, integrity, manufacturing, production, distribution, installation, operation, or maintenance of a system so as to surveil, deny, disrupt, or otherwise degrade the function, use, or operation of the system.”\textsuperscript{63} This enhanced authority allows these agencies to employ three different supply chain–risk management methods:

1. exclude a source that fails to meet qualification standards for the purpose of reducing supply chain risk in the acquisition of covered systems;

2. exclude a source that fails to achieve an acceptable rating for supply chain risk in the evaluation of proposals for contracts or a task or delivery order; and

3. withhold consent for a contractor to subcontract with a particular source, or direct a contractor for a covered system to exclude a particular source from consideration for a subcontract.\textsuperscript{64}

There are slight differences among the grants of enhanced authority to the DOD, the DOE, and the IC. Although all three grants apply to solicitations and contracts for procurements of IT items for inclusion in a national security systems, the DOE’s authority also extends to certain solicitations and contracts related to nuclear weapons and nonproliferation and counter-proliferation programs and systems.\textsuperscript{65} The decisions to exercise this enhanced authority come from high levels within each agency and require notification to relevant congressional committees.\textsuperscript{66}

These grants of enhanced authority raise several concerns. First, they permit the identified agencies to limit the disclosure of information about the exercise of that authority,\textsuperscript{67} thus potentially inhibiting a company adversely affected by that exercise from challenging it. Second, the exercise of that enhanced authority is likely not reviewable in a bid protest.\textsuperscript{68} Moreover, because agencies are encouraged to notify other agencies of perceived risks associated with particular contactors, this raises the possibility of de facto debarment, as other agencies follow suit after a contractor is identified as a supply chain risk. Finally, there are questions about what information an agency may rely on in making a supply chain risk determination. For example, it is unclear whether multiple reports of a cybersecurity incident under the new DFARS UCTI rule would permit the DOD, the DOE, or the IC to determine that a company poses a supply chain risk.\textsuperscript{69}

This enhanced authority also may spur new considerations in teaming choices and proposal/bid submissions. Companies that contract with the DOD, the DOE, or the IC will need to select their lower tier contractors and teaming partners with great care to avoid companies that have been (if identifiable) or are likely to be considered a supply chain risk. One partner’s designation as a supply chain risk could result in difficulties for
the other contractors in the teaming arrangement. Similarly, the exclusion of a lower tier subcontractor could lead to increased costs and other issues if the prime contractor is forced to find a replacement. Prime contractors should consider seeking certifications from subcontractors that, to their knowledge, they have not been excluded from participation in any relevant procurement involving the DOD, the DOE, or the IC.

(b) Department of Justice, Department of Commerce, NSF, and NASA—The Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2014 included a supply chain provision prohibiting the Department of Justice, Department of Commerce, the NSF, and NASA from acquiring “high-impact”70 or “moderate-impact”71 information systems where the Government has determined that there is “any risk associated with such system being produced, manufactured, or assembled by one or more entities identified by the United States Government as posing a cyber threat, including but not limited to, those that may be owned, directed, or subsidized by the People’s Republic of China.”72 Once those assessments are complete, the agency head must (1) develop a mitigation strategy for any identified risks in consultation with NIST; (2) determine whether the acquisition of the information system is “in the national interest”; and (3) report that determination to the Committees on Appropriation of the House of Representatives and the Senate.73

These new acquisition standards create several potential procurement issues with respect to the four affected agencies. First, because the additional language is broad and lacks accompanying definitions, it is uncertain how agencies will implement the new acquisition standards. Of particular concern is the absence of any guidance for determining whether an entity presents a cyber threat or what constitutes “the national interest.” Second, Contracting Officers may be less willing to procure high- or moderate-impact information systems from companies proposing products that originate in China or other perceived high-risk countries to avoid the necessary determination that the acquisition is “in the national interest” and/or reporting that determination to Congress. Finally, the Act complicates matters for contractors because it applies to only the four agencies, and each may implement the new acquisition standards differently. Thus, the new acquisition standards create yet another set of supply chain obligations that can vary by agency and contract.

(c) DOD Counterfeit Prevention Policy and Final DFARS Rule for Electronic Parts—The Government’s concerns with supply chain risks also resulted in special provision in the National Defense Authorization Acts (NDAs) for FY 2012 (§ 818) and FY 2013 (§ 833) addressing counterfeit parts. Section 818 requires the Secretary of Defense to assess the DOD’s “acquisition policies and systems for the detection and avoidance of counterfeit electronic parts” and to update DOD policies for addressing these risks.74 Section 833 addresses special allowability requirements for the costs of counterfeit electronic parts and the corrective actions associated with such counterfeit electronic parts.75 To implement this requirement, on April 26, 2013, the DOD issued an internal Counterfeit Prevention Policy that addresses the prevention and detection of counterfeit material.76 Almost a year after it issued a proposed rule on counterfeit electronic parts,77 the DOD issued a final rule on May 6, 2014, which incorporated comments from more than 50 respondents, as well input that the DOD received from a series of public meetings it held on the issue.78

The DOD Policy has three identified purposes: (1) to set standards to prevent counterfeit materials from entering the DOD supply chain;79 (2) to direct anti-counterfeit measures relating to DOD weapon and information systems acquisition and sustainment; and (3) to assign responsibilities for executing these standards and measures.80 The DOD Policy defines “materiel” to include, among other things, “system components, sub-components, software, information and communications technology..., [and] support equipment and systems.”81 Thus, the scope of the Policy is wider than that of FY 2012 NDAA § 818 and the DFARS rule. Among the goals of the Policy is to use a “risk-based approach” to detect and prevent the use of counterfeit goods in the DOD supply chain.82

The final DFARS counterfeit parts rule83 updates the DFARS to implement FY 2012 NDAA § 81884 and FY 2013 NDAA § 833. The final DFARS counterfeit parts rule implements § 818 in three primary ways: (1) by adding definitions to DFARS
202.101 for the terms “counterfeit electronic part,” “electronic part,” “obsolete electronic part,” and “suspect counterfeit part,” (2) by presenting anti-counterfeiting requirements for contractors in new DFARS 246.870, “Contractors’ counterfeit electronic part avoidance and detection systems” and a corresponding clause; and (3) by adding a new cost principle at DFARS 231.205-71 making unallowable as reimbursable costs—with certain exceptions—the “costs of counterfeit electronic parts or suspect counterfeit electronic parts and the cost of rework or corrective action that may be required to remedy the use or inclusion of such parts.” The final DFARS counterfeit parts rule applies only to counterfeit electronic parts; it does not cover all counterfeit material or items.

Under the final DFARS counterfeit parts rule, contractors must "establish and maintain an acceptable counterfeit electronic part detection and avoidance system." Among the 12 requirements for an “acceptable” system are risk-based processes to inspect and test electronic parts, the use of authorized suppliers, methodologies for tracing the parts of suppliers, reporting and quarantining counterfeit and suspect counterfeit electronic parts, and controlling obsolete electronic parts. If a contractor fails to meet these system minima, its purchasing system may be disapproved and/or payments may be withheld.

The final DFARS counterfeit parts rule applies to contractors subject to the Cost Accounting Standards (CAS), as well as to all subcontractors to CAS-covered prime contractors, regardless of the subcontractors’ CAS or size status. Additionally, the final DFARS counterfeit parts rule applies to commercial items and commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) items when subcontracted by a CAS-covered contractor. Therefore, small business concerns, including commercial item suppliers, may be impacted if they fall within the supply chain of prime contractors subject to the CAS and thus also subject to the rule.

Cybersecurity Executive Order

E.O. 13626 Mandates

On February 12, 2013, President Obama issued Executive Order (E.O.) 13636 and Presidential Policy Directive (PPD) 21, which directed federal agencies to undertake a broad range of tasks aimed at enhancing the security and resiliency of the nation’s critical infrastructure. E.O. 13636 and PPD 21 set out an ambitious schedule of deliverables, including:

(a) directing NIST to establish a technology-neutral, voluntary cybersecurity framework;
(b) promoting and incentivizing the adoption of cybersecurity practices;
(c) increasing the volume, timeliness, and quality of cyber-threat information sharing;
(d) incorporating cybersecurity requirements into the federal acquisition process;
(e) identifying baseline data and systems requirements to enable the efficient exchange of information and intelligence relevant to strengthening the security and resilience of critical infrastructure;
(f) developing a near real-time awareness capability for both physical and cyber aspects of infrastructure functions;
(g) analyzing the existing public-private partnership model and recommending options for improving the effectiveness of such partnerships in both the physical and cyber space.

Over the past 15 months, federal agencies have taken strides to implement these mandates.

GSA & DOD Working Group Report

E.O. 13636 recognized the need to integrate cybersecurity protections through the federal acquisition process. To that end, § 8(e) of E.O. 13636 tasked agencies with harmonizing existing cybersecurity procurement requirements and directed the GSA and the DOD to prepare recommendations for the President on the “feasibility, security benefits, and relative merits of incorporating security standards into acquisition planning and contract administration.” In response, the GSA and the DOD released a Joint Report on January 23, 2014, entitled Improving Cybersecurity and Resilience Through Acquisition.
The Joint Report contains six recommendations aimed at “strengthening the cyber resilience of the Federal government by improving management of the people, processes, and technology affected by the Federal Acquisition System.” Specifically, it recommends the following Government actions:

1. Instituting baseline cybersecurity requirements as a condition for certain contract awards;
2. Training the relevant Government workforce in new cybersecurity acquisition practices;
3. Developing common cybersecurity definitions and increased clarity of key cybersecurity terms;
4. Creating a Government-wide cybersecurity risk management strategy that identifies a “hierarchy of cyber risk criticality for acquisitions” to permit the Government to identify acquisitions that present the greatest cyber risk;
5. Requiring the Government to procure certain items solely from original equipment manufacturers, authorized resellers, or other trusted sources; and
6. Increasing Government accountability by holding key decisionmakers accountable for “decisions regarding the threats, vulnerabilities, likelihood, and consequences of cybersecurity risks.”

The Joint Report presents a starting point for the Government to incorporate cybersecurity measures into its acquisition systems and procedures. As discussed below, however, several of the Joint Report’s recommendations already had been contemplated—and some portions implemented—through Executive Orders, rulemakings, internal policies and directives, and legislation. Although the Joint Report acknowledges this fact, it provides no guidance on how to align and harmonize its recommendations with other ongoing cybersecurity efforts.

On March 12, 2014, the GSA issued a request for comments on its draft implementation plan for the Joint Report’s fourth recommendation, the creation of a Government-wide risk management framework. With this recommendation, the GSA recognized that different assets purchased by the Government present varying levels of cyber risk. Therefore, “[t]he goal of this recommendation is to develop a repeatable, scalable process for addressing cyber risk in federal acquisitions based on the risk inherent to the product or service being purchased, that is flexible enough to be adapted to the various risk tolerances of end users or risk owners.”

The draft implementation plan appears to envision the following process: (1) creating categories encompassing similar items purchased by the Government; (2) determining which categories present a cyber risk; (3) prioritizing those categories based on their perceived cyber risk; and (4) applying overlays to each category, which will provide a specific set of minimum security controls applicable to the acquisition of items within each category. The GSA has requested stakeholder input as to the feasibility of this implementation plan. Presumably, the GSA will seek additional comments for the remaining recommendations.

Agency Information Sharing Programs

For several years, the DOD has operated the voluntary Defense Industrial Base (DIB) Cyber Security and Information Assurance (CS/IA) program, in which DOD shares unclassified cyber threat information with participating DOD contractors. Those DIB participants may use that information at their discretion to update their cybersecurity systems. In certain circumstances, the Government will share threat information with DIB participants’ Commercial Service Providers (CSPs). The scope and content of the information-sharing between DOD and DIB participants is defined in formal, individualized “Framework Agreements.”

Similarly, the DHS operates its “Enhanced Cybersecurity Services” (ECS) program to share cybersecurity threats information with all critical infrastructure sectors, not just companies that contract with the DOD. E.O. 13636 directed the DHS to expand the ECS program to promote the “policy of the United States Government to
increase the volume, timeliness, and quality of cyber threat information shared with U.S. private sector entities so that these entities may better protect and defend themselves against cyber threats.” The ECS program “does not replace an entity’s existing cybersecurity capabilities”; instead, it offers “an enhanced approach” to cybersecurity providers that protect critical infrastructure entities. Through the program, the DHS “works with cybersecurity organizations from across the federal government to gain access to a broad range of sensitive and classified cyber threat information,” and based upon this information, develops threat “indicators” which it then shares with qualified CSPs. Those CSPs can then utilize that information “to better protect their customers who are critical infrastructure entities.” Unlike the DOD under the CS/IA program, the DHS does not share classified cyber threat information with critical infrastructure companies other than CSPs. Despite that limitation, the expanded ECS program is an important information-sharing initiative to assist the private sector in combating ever-evolving cybersecurity threats.

NIST Cybersecurity Framework

E.O. 13636 called for NIST to establish voluntary standards for assessing cyber risks to the nation’s critical infrastructure. Following a year-long drafting process, on February 12, 2014, NIST released its Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity, Version 1.0. The Framework focuses on the critical infrastructure sectors and “provides guidance to organization[s] on managing cybersecurity risk” by “assembling standards, guidelines, and practices” based upon previously identified effective industry approaches. In short, the Framework serves as a voluntary tool that organizations can use to strengthen their current risk management systems for the purposes of “identifying, assessing, and responding” to cybersecurity threats.

Framework’s Structure

The NIST Framework contains three component parts. The first, the Framework Core, identifies high-level activities and desired outcomes that are common across all critical infrastructure sectors. The second, the Framework Implementation Tiers, describes various approaches, from least to most comprehensive, that an organization can take to manage its cyber risk. The third, the Framework Profile, provides an organization-specific overview that incorporates components of the Framework to allow an organization to conduct a self-assessment of its current risk management processes and, as necessary, a plan for improving them.

Framework Core

The Framework Core begins by identifying a baseline of five high-level “functions” that organizations should be able to perform. These five essential functions are (1) identify potential cybersecurity risks and how to manage them; (2) protect the organization’s ability to deliver critical infrastructure services so as to limit the impact of a potential cybersecurity event via the “implementation of appropriate safeguards”; (3) detect cybersecurity events quickly to allow for a timely response; (4) respond to cybersecurity events in a manner that limits their impact; and (5) recover from cybersecurity events and efficiently restore impacted capabilities and services.

These functions are not intended to be performed seriatim, but instead should be performed concurrently and continuously to form an operational culture that addresses the dynamic cybersecurity risk. To facilitate their implementation, the Framework Core also identifies corresponding categories and subcategories to which the functions relate (e.g., Asset Management, Risk Management, Access Control, Data Security), as well a nonexhaustive list of industry-based informative references exemplifying best practices to reach the desired outcome for each function.

Framework Implementation Tiers

The Framework Implementation Tiers provide four categories for assessing the extent to which cybersecurity risk management is informed by and integrated into an organization’s overall risk management practices. Each Tier is composed of three parts—Risk Management Process,
Integrated Risk Management Program, and External Participation—that reflect organizational risk management structures ranging from informal and reactive, to fully developed and adaptive to constantly evolving cybersecurity threats. The Framework identifies the Tiers as follows:

(a) Tier 1, “Partial,” describes an organizational structure that lacks formal cybersecurity risk management processes such that responses to cybersecurity threats are “ad-hoc” and reactive and for which there is no organization-wide approach to managing cybersecurity risk or sharing relevant cybersecurity-related information either internally or externally.141

(b) Tier 2, “Risk Informed,” describes an organizational structure in which cybersecurity risk management processes are approved by management, though not yet established as an organization-wide policy.142 Cybersecurity information is shared within an organization informally, and the organization lacks formal processes for sharing information externally.143

(c) Tier 3, “Repeatable,” describes an organizational structure in which risk management systems are formally approved and expressed as policy, and in which cybersecurity practices are updated based upon mission requirements and evolving threats.144 Similarly, there are defined organization-wide processes for managing cybersecurity risk, methods for responding to changes in risk, and information-sharing systems to allow for collaboration and risk based management decisions in the face of a cybersecurity event.145

(d) Tier 4, “Adaptive,” describes an organizational structure that is continually being updated to incorporate lessons learned from prior events, as well as indicators of ever-changing future cybersecurity threats.146 In such a system, cybersecurity risk management is “part of the organizational culture,” and internal and external information-sharing systems are defined and robust.147

In light of the Framework’s voluntary nature, NIST does not suggest that the Framework’s successful implementation requires an organization’s cybersecurity protections to fall within a specific tier. Rather, NIST encourages organizations to use the Framework as a guide to achieve their own desired outcomes based on their self-determined “Target Profile” (discussed below).148 The Framework encourages organizations to move to Tier 2 or greater, but only “when such a change would reduce cybersecurity risk and be cost effective.”149 Nonetheless, a reasonable reading of the Framework suggests that an organization involved in critical infrastructure is better served with risk management processes that are closer to Tier 4 than to Tier 1.

■ Framework Profile

After organizations identify their core functions and implementation Tiers, the Framework directs them to develop a Profile that combines the Framework’s identified core functions and their own needs, resources, and risk tolerances to create a “roadmap for reducing cybersecurity risk.”150 A Profile serves as an organization’s self-assessment of its cybersecurity risk management processes weighed against “organizational and sector goals,…legal/regulatory requirements and industry best practices, and . . . risk management priorities.”151 The Framework does not provide a template for an organizational Profile, instead “allowing for flexibility in implementation.”152

The Framework contemplates that each organization create two separate Profiles. The first, a “Current Profile,” identifies an organization’s current state of cybersecurity readiness and outcomes presently achieved.153 The second, a “Target Profile,” identifies an organization’s desired but unachieved cybersecurity outcomes.154 By comparing the two, organizations can pinpoint gaps in their existing cybersecurity posture, develop an action plan to address them, and reduce their overall cybersecurity risk.155

■ Using The Framework

The NIST Framework emphasizes that it is voluntary and intended to complement, not
replace, an organization’s existing business and cybersecurity operations. Accordingly, it eschews a “one-size-fits-all approach to managing cybersecurity risk” and permits organizations to apply the Framework to fit their specific needs. The Framework also recommends that companies consider incorporating into their cybersecurity programs privacy principles such as data minimization, transparency and use limitations, and accountability and auditing. To this end, NIST plans to host a privacy workshop and develop more specific privacy technical standards and best practices to be incorporated into the Framework.

Finally, and as discussed in more detail below, although the Framework repeatedly emphasizes its voluntary nature, organizations—especially those within the 16 identified critical infrastructure sectors—should be aware that sector-specific agencies may look to the Framework in exercising their existing regulatory authority, and eventually courts or other regulators may come to regard the Framework as establishing a set of reasonable practices against which liability could be judged. Moreover, as is explained in more detail below, that possibility—that the Framework could be used to determine a reasonable standard of care as relates to cybersecurity protections—suggests that all companies, not just those in critical-infrastructure sectors, should consider using the Framework as a tool to assess the adequacy of their cybersecurity protections.

■ Next Steps For The Framework

NIST characterizes the Framework as “a living document” “to be updated and improved as industry provides feedback on implementation.” Consistent with that approach, on the same day that it released Version 1.0 of the Framework, NIST also released a “Roadmap for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity.” The Roadmap “discusses NIST’s next steps with the Framework and identifies key areas of development, alignment, and collaboration.” In particular, the Roadmap highlights “[s]everal high-priority areas for development, alignment, and collaboration,” which were selected “based on stakeholder input.” Those areas of development include, among other things, addressing the shortage of skilled cybersecurity workers; aligning and developing cybersecurity policies across federal agencies; promoting supply-chain risk management; and revisiting the privacy concerns associated with cybersecurity vigilance. The Roadmap also indicates that, “[i]n the interest of continuous improvement,” NIST will keep accepting public comments about the Framework until it provides formal notice of revision to Version 1.0.

■ Framework’s Impact On Government Contractors

Given the voluntary nature of the NIST Framework and that it was only recently released, the Framework’s impact upon entities contracting with the Federal Government is unclear. Nevertheless, in the absence of legislation or regulations imposing uniform cybersecurity requirements on Government contractors, the Framework may provide a starting point for contracting agencies to impose some basic standards in their contracts. Indeed, the November 2013 DOD and GSA Joint Report (discussed above) specifically recommended the creation, where appropriate, of “baseline cybersecurity requirements as a condition of contract award.” Elements of the Framework could be used to establish such a baseline.

The Framework itself appears to contemplate this possibility. In its “How to Use” section (under the subheading “Communicating Cybersecurity Requirements with Stakeholders”), the Framework states that “[a]n organization may utilize a Target Profile to express cybersecurity risk management requirements to an external service provider (e.g., a cloud provider to which it is exporting data).” It further states that a “critical infrastructure sector may establish a Target Profile that can be used among its constituents as an initial baseline Profile to build their tailored Target Profiles.” Thus, although, taken as a whole, the Framework is too broad and open-ended to serve as a baseline set of cybersecurity controls, procuring agencies could include Target Profiles among a solicitation’s “Special Contract Requirements.” Such a special requirement could mandate, for example, that a contractor have cybersecurity risk management systems that demonstrate particular
desired outcomes or that are appropriate for a Tier 4 Adaptive organizational structure.

- **Framework As A Potential Standard Of Care**

  Although the NIST Framework is voluntary, corporate leaders and directors should not disregard it as a mere aspirational ideal. The Framework is intended to assist senior executives and business leaders in understanding cybersecurity risk and deciding on best practices to guard against such risk, and it would not be unexpected for companies to seek to require business partners to comply with the Framework. Similarly, there is the possibility that plaintiffs’ counsel may try to hold out the Framework as a proposed standard of care in future litigation. Corporate leaders, therefore, should be aware of this risk and make informed, proactive decisions about the current status and possible future of their cybersecurity programs.

  It remains unclear whether plaintiffs’ counsel could successfully argue in a negligence suit that the Framework constitutes a standard of care against which a company’s actions should be judged. In a typical common-law context, the standard of care is determined by asking what a hypothetical reasonable and prudent person would do in the same circumstance. A common-law standard of care must have some acceptance in the community, as a reasonable and prudent person would not abide by an obscure standard that an ordinary actor would not realistically consider following. In that sense, the Framework’s potential transformation into a standard of care could be a self-fulfilling prophecy: if companies are concerned about the possibility of liability resulting from noncompliance with the Framework, either contractually or through tort suits, they may scramble to comply with it, thereby potentially creating the objective consensus necessary for courts to find that a standard of care exists. The facts that industry participants were intimately involved in the creation of the Framework and that the Framework is intended to reflect already existing consensus standards could assist plaintiffs’ counsel in forming a persuasive argument.

  Even if that community consensus is not realized, plaintiffs’ counsel also may argue that the Framework should be equated to a statute or administrative rule. Laws and rules may form the basis for standards of care owed in particular situations, at which point they supplant the ordinary common-law standard. Those laws and rules may not, however, play such a role if they were not intended to protect either the general public or the group of which the plaintiff is a member, or if they were not intended to protect against the particular type of injury suffered. Additionally, the law or rule in question must impose a “specific duty,” sometimes defined as “a positive and definite standard of care whereby a jury may determine whether there has been a violation thereof by finding a single issue of fact.”

  But regardless of whether the Framework could be equated to a law or rule or is poised to develop into an ordinary common-law standard of care, it seems unlikely that the Framework could be understood to impose one or more “specific duties,” compliance with which would turn on discrete issues of fact. Rather, the Framework appears to function as a kind of adaptable how-to kit for companies to consider and address cybersecurity concerns; it does not set out specific, affirmative obligations. Indeed, the Framework explicitly indicates that it does not provide “a checklist of actions to perform.” The DHS even has declined to define what “adoption of” or “compliance with” the Framework means, instead explaining that “[a]doption of the Cybersecurity Framework will look different for every organization,” and “[t]here is no ‘right’ or ‘complete’ way to use the Framework.” This emphasis on flexibility, extensibility, and customizability undercuts the Framework’s repurposing as a standard of care.

  Nevertheless, the Framework highlights the duty of companies to be vigilant about cybersecurity. It emphasizes that cybersecurity risk is “similar to financial and reputational risk” and “affects a company’s bottom line,” with the potential to “drive up costs and impact revenue,” as well as “harm an organization’s ability to innovate and to gain and maintain customers.” Corporate leaders play an integral role in that vigilance, and the Framework promises “a concise way for
senior executives and others to distill the fundamental concepts of cybersecurity risk so that they can assess how identified risks are managed, and how their organization stacks up at a high level against existing cybersecurity standards, guidelines, and practices.\(^{183}\)

In addition to ordinary negligence suits, it is also possible that plaintiffs’ counsel may seek to rely on the Framework as a basis for shareholder derivative actions against corporate boards, challenging board decisions regarding cybersecurity controls. Although, at present, it would be a stretch to portray the Framework as part of a board’s fiduciary duties, this has the potential to change if the Framework becomes mandatory or develops into a standard of care. At that point, a board of directors might be at risk of breaching its fiduciary duties by failing to consider thoroughly the Framework when making decisions about cybersecurity. That risk would be even greater for a board that wholly failed to consider cybersecurity issues at all—particularly given the prevalent concern that boards are insufficiently informed about cyber vulnerabilities and the effects of potential cyber attacks.\(^{184}\)

In sum, diligent corporate officers, regardless of industry or sector, should be aware of the Framework, take advantage of the continuing opportunity to influence its development, and ensure that their companies consider the NIST recommendations when evaluating cyber risks. Cybersecurity is not a matter to be relegated to IT departments; it must be addressed at the highest levels of a company.\(^{185}\)

**Legal Risks To Government Contractors**

Federal contractors that fail to implement adequate cybersecurity measures face greater legal risk than their commercial counterparts. These risks include a lack of and inconsistent Government rules, regulations, and standards. Although agencies such as the DOD, the GSA, and NIST have been particularly engaged on the topic, the Government lacks even a unified set of cybersecurity-related definitions. Furthermore, while some agencies address cybersecurity by assigning risks to contractors through regulations and guidance, others do so through individually negotiated contract terms. As a result, there is currently no comprehensive, considered balance of risk allocation that applies across the Government. Such a fragmented approach breeds uncertainty both as to the scope of contractor obligations and potential liability, which are likely only to expand in the near future. And as the Government’s approach to cybersecurity evolves, contractors’ obligations will likely only expand.

**Impact Of Cybersecurity Requirements On Traditional Government Contractor Risks**

Government contractors already face significant risks arising from performance on federal contracts. A breach of a Government contract carries with it consequences that go well beyond those available in a commercial breach of contract action that the Government is likely to rely on when confronted with contractor performance problems related to cybersecurity.

In general, noncompliance with the terms of a Government contract may result in the Government’s termination of that contract for default.\(^{187}\) While the loss of the contract (and associated potential reprocurement costs and other penalties that may attach) are harmful enough, federal agencies also use contractor performance to make both responsibility determinations—yes/no assessments on a contractor’s capabilities, systems, and resources to perform a solicited contract\(^{188}\)—and past performance evaluations, which consider a contractor’s prior performance as an indicator of results on future contracts.\(^{189}\) Cybersecurity requirements will only increase these risks. For example, a denial-of-services attack that interferes with a contractor’s ability to meet certain service level-agreement standards may adversely impact the contractor’s past performance ratings or lower its award fee score. Likewise, a cyber attack resulting in the inadvertent release of information that violates contractual information-sharing limitations could result in a show cause or cure notice. And, if a cybersecurity incident is sufficiently serious, under the Federal Government’s...
new enhanced procurement authority, a contractor could be excluded from a competition after being designated a supply chain risk.\textsuperscript{199}

Companies that fail to comply with applicable cybersecurity rules or that otherwise do not take a responsible approach to cyber threats, also may face administrative suspension and debarment. Suspension and debarment are tools by which the Government protects its interests by ensuring that federal agencies do not do business with nonresponsible contractors.\textsuperscript{191} Agencies may suspend or debar contractors for any number of reasons, including serious violations of regulations, willful failure to perform contractual obligations,\textsuperscript{192} or “any other cause of so serious or compelling a nature that it affects the present responsibility of the contractor.”\textsuperscript{193} A suspended or debarred contractor is restricted from securing any new federal contracts as either a prime or subcontractor.\textsuperscript{194} Suspension and debarment also have collateral impacts on business with state and local governments and in some commercial areas.\textsuperscript{195} As such, the direct and indirect consequences of suspension and debarment may be severe, particularly for companies that regularly do business with the Government.

Finally, the False Claims Act (FCA)\textsuperscript{196} imposes civil liability on any person who “knowingly presents, or causes to be presented, a false or fraudulent claim for payment or approval” or “knowingly makes, uses, or causes to be made or used, a false record or statement material to a false or fraudulent claim.”\textsuperscript{197} Courts have found violations of the FCA based upon an actor’s “reckless disregard,” defined as an “aggravated” form of gross negligence or “an extreme version of ordinary negligence.”\textsuperscript{198} In the contracting context, a contractor’s noncompliance with contract requirements may rise to the level of reckless disregard under the theory of “implied certification.” Under this theory, “the act of submitting a claim for reimbursement itself implies compliance with governing federal rules that are a precondition to payment,” and, therefore, contract noncompliance, even where unrelated to the claim for payment, may give rise to an FCA violation.\textsuperscript{199} In the face of heightened cybersecurity rules and regulations, contractors face the increased risk of an alleged FCA violation under an implied certification theory if they recklessly fail to implement appropriate and contractually required cybersecurity safeguards.\textsuperscript{200}

All of the above demonstrate how new cybersecurity requirements can heighten old contracting risks.\textsuperscript{201} Accordingly, contractors must take steps to ensure that they have a complete and thorough understanding of their contract’s cybersecurity requirements, and that they have taken the appropriate steps (ideally, ones that have been approved by the Government) to comply with them.

\section*{Flowing Down Cybersecurity Requirements}

Not only must prime contractors and subcontractors remain apprised of evolving cybersecurity standards, they must examine those evolving standards for their potential applicability to subcontracts and vendor agreements. For example, under the DFARS UCTI rule, a prime contractor must ensure that its subcontractors are providing “adequate security” to safeguard UCTI, timely reporting cybersecurity incidents and UCTI compromises, and assisting the prime contractor and DOD with damage assessments of cybersecurity incidents.\textsuperscript{202} Furthermore, the new UCTI rule not only mandates that prime contractors flow down safeguarding and reporting requirements to their subcontractors, but also makes prime contractors responsible for reporting cybersecurity incidents on their subcontractors’ networks.\textsuperscript{203} These reporting requirements may require some contractors to modify their subcontractor and vendor agreements to meet their obligations to the Federal Government without violating restrictions imposed by vendors and suppliers as to their proprietary information.

At the same time, the NIST Framework and other Government guidance and policies may be voluntary or vague, making it difficult for a prime to determine what to flow down to lower level contractors or vendors. This problem may be exacerbated when working with suppliers that have relatively little Government business, are unfamiliar with Government flowdowns, or lack incentives to invest in Government-mandated compliance functions. Although prime contractors entering into vendor agreements may be tempted to rely on commercial contracts that flow down only mandatory Government procurement
clauses, this approach leaves them at risk when it comes to cybersecurity.

### Indemnification & Damages Provisions In Prime Contracts

In the absence of Government-wide cybersecurity regulations, agencies are increasingly turning to unique contract clauses to address cyber risk allocation. For example, the Department of Interior recently issued a solicitation for a 10-year, $1 billion cloud computing contract that contained the following indemnification clause:

The Contractor shall hold and save the Government, its officers, agents and employees, harmless from liability of any nature or kind, including costs and expenses to which they may be subject, for or on account of any or all suits or damages of any character whatsoever resulting from injuries or damages sustained by any person or persons or property by virtue of performance of this contract, arising or resulting in whole or in part from the fault, negligence, wrongful act or wrong mission of the Contractor, or any subcontractor, or their employees, agents, etc.

The inclusion of such clauses—which may also include sweeping indemnification language and liquidated damages—can significantly increase the risks to contractors resulting from potential cybersecurity incidents. Therefore, in reviewing the risks associated with the submission of a proposal in response to a solicitation, company counsel should integrate potential cybersecurity risks into their business reviews. Whether those risks can be negotiated to allocate cyber risks more equitably should play an important role in the cost/benefit analysis of contracting with the Government.

### Cybersecurity Compliance: Reporting Obligations & Government Audits

The cybersecurity reporting requirements contained in laws and regulations such as FISMA and the DFARS UCTI rule are not the only such obligations governing contractors. The FY 2013 NDAA contains additional cyber reporting requirements for contractors holding security clearances. Agencies are also including *ad hoc* reporting requirements in their solicitations. Additionally, if a contractor’s information system is compromised due to a cybersecurity incident, almost every state requires the disclosure of the incident if the compromised data includes personally identifiable information.

In October 2011, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) published guidance on corporate disclosure requirements relating to cybersecurity, explaining that registered companies should “disclose the risk of cyber incidents if these issues are among the most significant factors that make an investment in the company speculative or risky” or “that a reasonable investor would consider important to an investment decision.”

The SEC directs that a registered company’s disclosure determination should be based upon its evaluation of all relevant information, including but not limited to prior cybersecurity incidents, their severity and frequency, the likelihood and impact of their reoccurrence, and the company’s established preventative measures.

In addition to imposing new reporting requirements, many of the laws, regulations, and standards described in this Paper also allow the Government to audit and monitor contractor compliance with federal cybersecurity requirements. For example, the GSA demands broad audit rights with regard to contractor IT systems to ensure adequate cybersecurity measures in its “Security Requirements for Unclassified Information Technology Resources” contract clause:

The Contractor shall afford GSA access to the Contractor’s and subcontractor’s facilities, installations, operations, documentation, databases, IT systems and devices, and personnel used in performance of the contract, regardless of the location. Access shall be provided to the extent required, in GSA’s judgment, to conduct an inspection, evaluation, investigation or audit, including vulnerability testing to safeguard against threats and hazards to the integrity, availability and confidentiality of GSA data or to the function of information technology systems operated on behalf of GSA, and to preserve evidence of computer crime. This information shall be available to GSA upon request.

Similarly, the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) requires contractors to grant continuous access to their systems and infrastructure through inclusion of clause 1752.239-86, “Contractor System Oversight/Compliance,” in its solicitations. That clause directs that:
The contractor shall provide logical and physical access to the contractor’s facilities, installations, technical capabilities, operations, documentation, records, and databases upon request. The contractor will be expected to perform automated scans and continuous monitoring activities which may include, but not limited to [sic], authenticated and unauthenticated scans of networks, operating systems, applications, and databases and provide the results of the scans to OPM or allow OPM personnel to run the scans directly.

The DHS operates a program to oversee compliance with FISMA, OMB guidelines, and applicable NIST guidelines for contractors and vendors that provide services to or manage systems on behalf of a Government agency. Although the new DFARS UCTI rule does not authorize new audit capabilities for the Government, in comments on the rule, the DOD recognized that audits “will be conducted at the discretion of the contracting officer in accordance with the terms of the contract.” And the FY 2013 NDAA authorizes the DOD to access the networks of cleared defense contractors “to conduct forensic analysis” of security functions and possible breaches.

In addition, the Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) functionally may monitor and audit a contractor’s cybersecurity program even in the absence of a cybersecurity incident. The DCAA conducts audits for the DOD and other federal agencies as pertains to their procurement and contracting functions. As part of those audits, the DCAA ensures that contractors are “establishing and maintaining adequate internal controls”—defined as “a process effected by an entity’s board of directors, management, and other personnel, designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the achievement of objectives in the following categories: (a) reliability of financial reporting, (b) effectiveness and efficiency of operations, and (c) compliance with applicable laws and regulations.” As a result, a contractor’s compliance with cybersecurity requirements and best practices—as well as the general health and strength of its cybersecurity program—may be examined in the course of a DCAA audit.

Along the same lines, the SEC has identified “Technology” as one of its most significant examination initiatives, explaining that it—

As a result of these heightened reporting and auditing requirements, companies cannot hide or downplay material cybersecurity vulnerabilities or compromises without the potential for Government objection. Thus, companies must be prepared to have their cybersecurity compliance questioned when an incident occurs and a reporting requirement makes that incident a public matter.

### Costs Of Cybersecurity

Contractors that cultivate and maintain robust cybersecurity programs not only benefit because such programs help protect a company’s data security, but because a Government buyer may value a sophisticated cybersecurity approach, resulting in a technical advantage in a competitive procurement. Those benefits notwithstanding, contractors should balance the considerable costs associated with a robust cybersecurity system against the possibility that some of those costs may not be immediately recoverable under Government contract cost principles.

As an initial matter, there are significant internal costs associated with creating an effective cybersecurity program. Those costs may include, among other things, hiring personnel and implementing technology capable of the vigilance and responsiveness required by ever-evolving cyber threats. And there may be significant external costs, including engaging third-party experts and consultants to provide appropriate and tailored technology solutions, compliance policies and procedures, and assessments of contract and insurance policies, as well as “organizational changes, deploying additional personnel and protection technologies, [and] training employees.” During and after a cybersecurity breach, contractors are likely to incur additional costs from, among
other things, third-party claims, internal compliance enhancements, intellectual property losses, and reputational harm.\textsuperscript{220}

Under Government contract cost accounting principles, to be recoverable, such costs must be included in the contractor’s fixed-price proposal or, for cost-type contracts, charged to overhead rates. Indeed, the DFARS UCTI rule imposes significant new requirements and obligations with regard to reporting cyber incidents and assisting the DOD with damage assessments, but will only reimburse contractors for the costs of these activities as reimbursable costs under cost-reimbursement contracts.\textsuperscript{221} This leaves commercial item contractors, such as those that provide much of the commercial IT to the Government, with no direct reimbursement of these costs. Even for those contractors that can charge these costs to the Government through their overhead rates, there is no guarantee that Government auditors would consider the costs incurred during and after a cyber incident to be reasonable under FAR Part 31.\textsuperscript{222} While the authors are unaware of circumstances where post-breach costs have been disallowed, contractors should be prepared for the Government to consider, under FAR Part 31’s “prudent person” standard, whether the contractor had adequate cybersecurity protections in place prior to the breach, using Government-provided guidance, such as the NIST Framework, as a potential baseline for that consideration.

Risk Mitigation & Potential Defenses To Cybersecurity Liability

Notwithstanding their best efforts to implement compliance programs, contractors are likely to face increasing litigation related to their cyber activities. For instance, as a result of a cyber attack on a contractor’s network, a contractor’s business partner may suffer intellectual property losses for data held on that network, or the attack may spread to the business partner’s network through connected systems without adequate cyber protections. Such harm could result in claims based on, for example, tort, breach of contract, and/or breach of privacy data, seeking compensation for, among other things, adverse business impacts or losses of intellectual property. As with other litigation risks, the standard of care that a company takes to recognize the cyber risks and to impose sufficient internal controls to help mitigate those risks will both affect the likelihood of harm and bolster the defenses the company can raise to defend its conduct in response to litigation threats.

\textbullet\textit{Insurance}

An emerging insurance market seeks to fill in gaps in traditional policies that fail to address cyber risk. These new policies are marketed under different names such as technology coverage, privacy liability, network security liability, internet media liability, and technology stretch endorsements. The policies are not standardized, which can make it difficult to compare the offered coverage and exclusions, but they often include some combination of: network liability, electronic media liability, technology errors and omissions, business income loss, data and network restoration losses, forensic investigation expenses, crisis management, and extortion threats. These policies also often come with various limitations (such as relatively low sublimits for certain types of claims) and exclusions, which require a detailed analysis to determine the extent of coverage. The White House has said that it will collaborate with the insurance industry to create underwriting practices that increase competition in the insurance market.\textsuperscript{223}

Additionally, contractors may seek insurance coverage against cyber attacks through a number of more-traditional policies, including:

1. First-party property and business interruption policies, which generally pay for direct physical loss or damage to covered property (such as IT systems) and the resulting loss of business income. These policies typically exclude the loss of electronic data unless specifically included.

2. Commercial crime and employee dishonesty policies provide coverage for computer-related theft by employees and third parties, but often exclude computer programs, electronic data, and certain financial transactions. The cyber-related coverage of these types of policies has been the subject of recent litigation.\textsuperscript{224}
(3) Commercial general liability (CGL) policies have a broad duty to defend against third-party claims that potentially fall within the CGL coverage for violation of privacy claims. However, data breach-related exclusions are becoming more prevalent, and some courts have ruled that the standard-form CGL privacy coverage does not apply to a data breach.

(4) Directors’ and officers’ insurance, which may cover claims against officers and directors for failure to prevent a data breach.

Notwithstanding the potential availability of these policies, deciphering how they fit together to create sufficient insurance coverage for a range of cyber losses is a challenge facing contractors given the growing and ever-evolving cyber threat.

■ SAFETY Act

As part of the Homeland Security Act of 2002, Congress enacted the Support Anti-Terrorism by Fostering Effective Technologies (SAFETY) Act of 2002, which limits liability for sellers of qualified anti-terrorism technologies through a system of risk and litigation management. The SAFETY Act is intended to incentivize potential sellers of anti-terrorism technologies to develop, deploy, and commercialize technologies that could save lives by limiting the threat of liability arising from such activities. This statute may provide an additional backstop against cyber-related liabilities under some circumstances. For instance, in January 2014, the DHS awarded a SAFETY Act designation to an organization engaged in the provision of technology designed “to deter, detect, delay, defeat or respond to a physical or cyber attack against any form of chemical operation.”

Nevertheless, the extent to which the SAFETY Act may limit cyber-related liability is unclear. SAFETY Act certification would protect only against liability arising out of cyber incidents that occur as part of an act of terrorism, which is defined as “any act that the Secretary [of Homeland Security] determines meets the [following] requirements:” (a) “is unlawful”; (b) “causes harm to a person, property, or entity, in the United States”; and (c) “uses or attempts to use instrumentalities, weapons or other methods designed or intended to cause mass destruction, injury or other loss to citizens or institutions of the United States.” This definition is a narrow one in which traditional cyber attacks—which can inflict substantial harm without “mass destruction, injury or other loss to citizens or institutions of the United States”—may not fit.

Recognizing this limitation, in December 2013, a bill was introduced in the U.S. House of Representatives to expand SAFETY Act coverage to include cyber incidents. As introduced, the bill defines a “qualifying cyber incident” as “any act that the Secretary determines meets the [following] requirements:” (1) is unlawful or exceeds authority; (2) “disrupts or imminently jeopardizes the integrity, operation, confidentiality, or availability of” information systems; (3) gains access to a network or system resulting in misappropriation, corruption of data, operation disruption, or an adverse effect; and (4) causes harm that results in material damage or disruption “severely affecting the United States population, infrastructure, economy, [or] national morale.” While the bill would clearly expand the scope of the statute’s protections for contractors in involved in cybersecurity, its prospects for passage are uncertain.

■ Government Contractor Defense & Theories Of Immunity

There are a handful of traditional defenses and immunities that contractors may raise in responding to tort-based, third-party claims arising out of their work for the Government: the Government contractor defense, shared sovereign immunity, and official immunity. Although these defenses and immunities are new to the cybersecurity context, they have the potential to be applied in certain cyber-related circumstances.

The Government contractor defense may protect a contractor from state law tort suits where the contractor is working at the Government’s direction and state law tort liability presents a “significant conflict” with federal policy. The Supreme Court first articulated this defense in Boyle v. United Technologies Corp. Boyle identified two main concerns implicating the Government contractor defense: there must be (1) a “uniquely federal interest” involved in the plaintiff’s claim; and (2) a “significant conflict” between a federal
policy or interest and the operation of state law, or the application of state law must “frustrate specific objectives’ of federal legislation.” If both of these concerns are at play, a contractor may have an affirmative defense against state law tort claims.

Although theoretically appealing, the Government contractor defense has its limits. Namely, its application largely has been limited to products liability claims and, particularly in some courts, claims involving allegedly defective military equipment. Moreover, for the defense to apply, courts have required that, at the time the harm occurred, the contractor was following “reasonably precise specifications” created or approved by the Government. In the area of cybersecurity, however, the Government has neither created nor approved such specifications. To the contrary, the NIST Framework, as one example, leaves contractors with considerable flexibility to apply the standards to their information systems. Even the DFARS UCTI rule requires contractors to determine whether any additional controls, beyond those enumerated in the rule, are necessary to meet the “adequate security” requirement for UCTI, without providing any guidance as to when those additional measures may be necessary. For this reason, the Government contractor defense may be difficult to apply successfully in most cybersecurity litigation.

In addition to the Government contractor defense, the Supreme Court has recognized immunity for contractors engaged in public works and performing under the express authorization and direction of the United States. In Yearsley v. W.A. Ross Construction Co., the Supreme Court found that a contractor engaged in the construction of dikes was immune from plaintiffs’ Fifth Amendment takings claims because the construction was pursuant to a valid contract with the United States. Because Government officers authorized the project—and had congressional authority to do so—the contractor shared the Government’s sovereign immunity against suit. Although a novel argument in the cybersecurity context, it may be possible for contractors to adopt this strain of shared immunity for use in third-party suits challenging contractors’ actions pursuant to Government contracts.

Finally, in certain situations, courts have extended official immunity to private actors engaged in Government functions. Where contractors perform “discretionary governmental functions” pursuant to valid Government delegation, they may enjoy the absolute immunity that would otherwise apply to the governmental function had it not been delegated. As in most immunity analyses, the benefits of applying the immunity must outweigh its costs. Thus, this judicial extension of official immunity also may provide some protection for contractors facing cybersecurity-related litigation.

Public Law No. 85-804 Indemnification

As a last resort, Public Law No. 85-804 may, in very limited circumstances, serve as a safety net to Government contractors facing liability arising from a potential cyber attack. That statute authorizes certain federal agencies to grant “extraordinary” contractual relief, including indemnification, to contractors that undertake “unusually hazardous” risks on behalf of the Government. Indemnification under Public Law No. 85-804 requires a contractor to identify unusual hazards associated with the work on the Government contract for which it is performing, indicate whether it has private insurance applicable to the unusually hazardous risk, and provide details of that coverage. If the indemnification request is approved, the contract is amended to include the clause at FAR 52.250-1, “Indemnification Under Public Law 85-804,” which indemnifies the contractor against third-party claims, including litigation costs, to the extent the claims exceed the contractor’s various insurance coverages.

Indemnification under this statute is indeed “extraordinary”—it is infrequently granted. Nevertheless, depending on the scope of a procurement and the potential cyber risks associated with that procurement, contractors should consider Public Law 85-804 relief as a possibility when negotiating contract terms.

Conclusion

Both the threat to information systems and the Government’s approach to cybersecurity
continue to evolve, with procurements introducing new potential liabilities and complications for contractors. Government contractors must have a thorough understanding of the existing rules and regulations applicable to them and their contracts, as well as confidence that their information systems can quickly respond to and recover from a cyber attack. In the absence of a complete and consistent set of formal federal cybersecurity rules, Government contractors carry the burden of demonstrating that they have established reasonable, appropriate, and robust cybersecurity systems to protect the nation’s information systems.

GUIDELINES

These Guidelines are intended to assist you in understanding the key legal issues and evolving compliance obligations that Government contractors face in the federal cybersecurity landscape. They are not, however, a substitute for professional representation in any specific situation.

1. Treat cybersecurity as a matter of corporate governance and legal risk. Cybersecurity should not be relegated to corporate IT departments. Instead, the extent of a company’s cybersecurity protections and the amount of related risk it is willing to undertake are decisions that should be made by well-informed boards of directors with the advice of counsel, as they impact the entirety of an organization’s health and well-being.

2. Use the NIST Framework as a risk-assessment tool. Though broad and open-ended, the NIST Framework represents the clearest direction the Federal Government has provided regarding adequate cybersecurity protections. Use the Framework as a baseline against which to assess an organization’s current cybersecurity protections and vulnerabilities. Create current and target profiles to establish a course of action for strengthening the organization’s cybersecurity systems.

3. Understand contractual cybersecurity requirements. While contractors should of course understand all of the terms of their contracts, they should pay particular attention to the cybersecurity requirements. Do these contract terms require the disclosure of a cybersecurity breach? Do they equitably allocate risk between the organization and the Government? Are they subject to negotiation?

4. Know the cybersecurity requirements and risk tolerances of agency customers. Different federal agencies have different approaches to cybersecurity, with some (e.g., the DOD) imposing significantly more stringent regulations than others. Understand each customer’s cybersecurity needs and risk tolerances to ensure that the organization is in compliance with their specific requirements.

5. Know contracting partners’ cybersecurity capabilities. The new federal cybersecurity rules impose heightened compliance and reporting requirements not only on prime contractors, but in many instances on their subcontractors as well. As a result, primes and higher tier subs should recognize that they could be held responsible for any cybersecurity issues arising from the performance of their subcontracting partners and therefore thoroughly vet their partners’ and subcontractors’ cybersecurity plans. Teaming and subcontracting agreements should address risks assumed by each partner such that any weak links—and data breaches resulting therefrom—are equitably allocated to the responsible party.

6. Keep abreast of changing applicable cybersecurity requirements. As the threats to the nation’s cybersecurity continue to evolve, so too will the federal rules, regulations, and contract requirements that attempt to address them. Contractors that are aware of and in compliance with those requirements will better position themselves both for the award of future Government contracts and to respond to and mitigate any harms resulting from cyber attacks.
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